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Brief talk in Baba Mandir following the Chandi Homa that took place in the 
Northeast Garden 

 
Swami: Good morning guys. I can’t believe it… every lady is in the 
red color - all red stars. I can’t see your faces, everybody’s red. Nice 
sculptures, interesting tradition, super interesting belief systems, 
confusion nature as born in your Westerner country, very purely 
Western culture in the bars and pubs. You came here practicing the 
meditation and sadhana and homas. It really touched my heart what 
a really great transmission you’re doing in your life.  
Even I traveled a lot of countries, I never saw the sight-seeing in any 
country because after seeing the sight-seeing, because in the streets 
seeing the behaviors of the people, like in London, in Las Vegas, 
Amsterdam... Amsterdam I’m in the boat on the canal, looking this 
side and that side, when I see them, such a painful… How many 
years and lifetimes it will take to me to see them in a red color sari?  
They’re smoking and talking to themselves - it’s quite amazing 
challenge, it’s a crazy. 
Today you’re here guys, just nothing but divine cosmic energy 
sucked you here. Without his order, without his invitation, today you 
wouldn’t be here. Even though in the beginning days it’s a little 
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harder time to you, then later on, once you tasted the fragrance of the 
devotion, it’s a nectar, unbelievable nectar… keep tasting, it’s an 
unbelievable taste. 
So, no matter what the divine is giving testings in your life, what 
illusions are hitting in your life, even whatever you’re going 
heartbroken and depression, don’t lose this devotion fragrance. 
Don’t’ lose the devotion fragrance. In the climax stage every person 
needs to have that. If from your early days you’re carrying this type 
of fragrance, before you take off from your body, you’ll really enjoy 
the bliss, the really amazing bliss! You started the spirituality.  
In the beginning you’re so healthy, strong - good thinking nature. 
This period of time, to be in spirituality it’s a challenge. Once they’re 
in the old age, 60’s, 70’s, they cannot walk, cannot eat, cannot talk… 
At the time they start to think on God. When you’re healthy, super 
alert thinking on God, you want the experience of Him, you want to 
taste His fragrance - having that desire brings you to get the victory. 
A sankalpam, a thought, a decision is very, very important. You went 
in the kitchen, you want to prepare some food, you need to have a 
thought what type of food you want to prepare. You want to prepare 
a dahl fry, then you start preparing for dahl fry or you’re preparing a 
vegetable curry. You had that thought.  
Like you came here, you want to have some divine experience. 
Yesterday everybody got the shaktipat, plus eleven people in 
Hanuman's group, almost ten, eleven people, they connected the 
Mother. Rest of people, only purely I gave the shaktipat to Shiva.  
One - is again sending Him back in the ground with our whole 
humble pranamas, with the devotion, chanting the Sky Mantra as 
much as we can aloud. This afternoon fix the time and every person 
breaking the coconut, and all that coconut meat needs to go in the 
hole, the flowers and coconut meat, then generally send Him back in 
the hole and bury Him. 
And second thing, once we buried Him, the whole earth element 
starting to get high vibration, your Power Spot starting to get 
activated super powerfully. So tonight from 11 pm to 1 am, you’re 
chanting only your personal mantra, spending near your Power Spot, 
so these two major things, are today’s program. We did the 
sandalwood abhishek to Baba this morning - quite amazing 
powerful. You need to keep that sandalwood paste for several years. 
You can mix in some more sandalwood paste. Every Full Moon, rub 
it on your third-eye, and the mala you received, that’s called Guru 
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Mala, protection of the Guru Mala. It means you received the 
initiation of the Ala Hala Lingam Process.  It ends on 2011, in 
Benares, Kasi… until to then you should not lose that mala. You have 
to keep that mala as much as can on your body. If you feel little 
uncomfortable, take it off, keep it, again put it back on your neck then 
you need to remove that mala to put it in the Kasi Ganga water to 
start your spiritual meditations, then everything is there. You don’t 
need to chase the spirituality - the spirituality will chase you. You no 
need Him - He needs you - that’s the concept. He needs you. You 
cannot escape from Him, who did this initiation… but is not able to 
come to Kasi 2011, some senior students who did the practice and 
came to Benares they can do the same process with anybody, and to 
their students and friends. But it’s advisable to come and spend three 
to five, six months maximum with your Swami, from Guru Purnima 
2011 to Christmas. So you have three year’s time, you can think a lot. 
You really can think a lot about it. 
So, I really need to explain tomorrow sometime about that yantra, 
certain layers, but the initiation today is done. After you put that 
sandalwood paste, rubbing it on your third-eye, the initiation started. 
So what time we can fix Him back in the hole? You need to be very 
relaxed and freshened up, and prepare the coconuts and flowers. 
Let’s say we’ll start at three pm. Good. So we’ll meet at three at the 
Dwarkamai, everybody having the coconut and flowers.  
Have a good day everybody. Go.  
 

End of Talk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


